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Abstract

Research projects incorporating spoken data require either a selection of existing speech corpora, or they plan

to record new data. In both cases, recordings need to be transcribed to make them accessible to analysis. Un-

derestimating the effort of transcribing can be risky. Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) holds the promise to

considerably reduce transcription effort. However, few studies have so far attempted to evaluate this potential. The

present paper compares efforts for manual transcription vs. correction of ASR-output. We took recordings from

corpora of varying settings (interview, colloquial talk, dialectal, historic) and (i) compared two methods for creating

orthographic transcripts: transcribing from scratch vs. correcting automatically created transcripts. And (ii) we eval-

uated the influence of the corpus characteristics on the correcting efficiency. Results suggest that for the selected

data and transcription conventions, transcribing and correcting still take equally long with 7 times real-time on av-

erage. The more complex the primary data, the more time has to be spent on corrections. Despite the impressive

latest developments in speech technology, to be a real help for conversation analysts or dialectologists, ASR sys-

tems seem to require even more improvement, or we need sufficient and appropriate data for training such systems.
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1. Introduction

With the latest generation of automatic speech

recognition (ASR) systems, new opportunities

arise for making larger existing collections of (as

yet untranscribed) spoken language recordings

accessible to (corpus) linguistic analysis (Moore,

2015; Coats, 2022). For the first time, some of

these systems are available free and open source,

and, provided that sufficient hardware (CPU/GPU

and RAM) is available, can be installed and run

on local machines (Radford et al., 2023), thus re-

moving the data protection barrier that, up to now,

often prevented recordings from being subject to

commercial ASR services.

While, undoubtedly, quality and robustness of

ASR technology has substantially improved over

the last two or three years, the systems must still

be expected to make errors of various types and

magnitude, depending on such diverse factors as

recording quality, (non-)proximity of the language

to the standard (or training data), and interactivity

of the recorded speech events (Ghyselen et al.,

2020). Moreover, the requirements that linguists

(such as conversation analysts, dialectologists)

have for transcripts to be included in their research

corpora usually differ from (and sometimes contra-

dict) the criteria according to which ASR technol-

ogy developers will judge the quality of their sys-

tems. Most importantly, ASR “accurateness” from

a linguist’s perspective will mean that certain “per-

formance phenomena” (such as filled or unfilled

pauses, other disfluencies) must be represented

in the data, while most other usage scenarios (say,

a transcript used for journalistic purposes) will ap-

preciate if such phenomena are ignored or nor-

malized in some way or other. Evaluating the

effort of transcribing is important for corpus cre-

ation projects and has therefore been documented

for example by Goedertier et al. (2000) on the

Spoken Dutch Corpus. The ratio of transcribing-

time to real-time ranged from 9 for read speech to

47 for a very difficult multilogue. These numbers

make clear howmuch potential ASR holds for sav-

ing time and resources. However, there are still

data that seem to resist the proposed facilitation

of transcription with ASR. Ghyselen et al. (2020)

tested ASR systems available in the year 2020 on

their Dutch dialectal data and decided against us-

ing ASR in the transcription process. Their deci-

sion was based on 164 words in slightly dialec-

tal form that resulted in 66% WER and a dialec-

tal stretch of speech that resulted in 90% WER,

which was enough evidence for them to rule out

ASR. Only from a WER lower than 30%, the ASR-

output starts to be objectively beneficial as a start-

ing point for transcription (Gaur et al., 2016).

Against this background, the present paper inves-

tigates and attempts to quantify if and how an

ASR-aided workflow, where a first machine-made

version of a transcript is manually corrected in a

second step, is more efficient than the established

method of transcribing the same recording “from
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scratch” and manually (with the help of specialized

transcription tools, though).

This study is carried out in the context of the

Archive for Spoken German (AGD, https://agd.
ids-mannheim.de, Stift & Schmidt 2014). The

AGD has a large and growing collection of cor-

pora of spoken German, assembled over more

than 70 years, and documenting diverse aspects

of spoken German. The archive’s holdings fall into

four major categories: interaction corpora (such as

FOLK, Schmidt 2014), variation corpora, corpora

of German Abroad (such as German in Namibia,

Zimmer et al. 2021 ) and interview/oral history cor-

pora (such as the Berliner Wendekorpus, Dittmar

2019). The present study focuses on the vari-

ation corpora, i.e. collections documenting Ger-

man dialects and/or regional variation of German,

mainly because it is in this category that the largest

amounts of un-transcribed material sit.

Our paper is structured as follows: We introduce

the data and method of the study in Section 2. A

summary of the study’s results is given in Section

3. Section 4. discusses these results. In Sec-

tion 5., we draw a few conclusions for the practical

work at the AGD and outline further possible future

work. Section 6. addresses the limitations of this

study.

2. Data and Method

2.1. Data selection

Out of the four major categories of corpora de-

scribed above, the variation corpora were selected

as the most relevant for the present study, be-

cause (a) they make up the largest proportion of

the overall archive, and (b) larger parts of them

have not been transcribed yet. Figure 1 provides

an overview of the larger variation corpora with the

respective proportions of transcribed material.

The variation corpora differ a lot on several dimen-

sions, such as recording quality, recording period

(ranging from the 1950s to the 2000s), proximity

to the standard and interactivity of the recordings,

e.g. largely monologic interviews vs. free multi-

party talk. To reflect these varying dimensions, we

selected our datasets from the following corpora:

• Speech-biographic interviews from ‘Deutsch

Heute’ (DH, (AGD-DH, 2006)) from the 2000s

with use of regional language not too distant

from the standard

• Conversation-like interviews from ‘Deutsche

Mundarten: Südwestdeutschland und Vorarl-

berg’ (SV, (AGD-SV, 1963)) from the 1960s

with dialectal language distant from the stan-

dard

• Interactive talk from ‘Deutsche Mundarten:

Kreis Böblingen’ (BB, (AGD-BB, 1963)) from
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Figure 1: Overview on a selection of corpora

from the AGD (Archive for Spoken German) and

the proportion of hours that are either transcribed

or un-transcribed.The Interviews of the “Deutsch

Heute” corpus (DH-IV) are a special case (semi-

transcribed), as for most recordings, the utter-

ances of the interviewees are transcribed, while

those of the interviewers are not.

the 1960s with dialectal language distant from

the standard

From DH, we selected 4 recordings from Han-

nover (where the regional variant is hardly distin-

guishable from standard German), 4 from Inns-

bruck (in Austria, where Southern German/Bavar-

ian is the regional standard) and later added 4 from

Zürich (in Switzerland, where an Alemannic vari-

ant is the regional standard), with an overall dura-

tion of 07:22:12. From SV, we selected 11 record-

ings (02:57:55),1 and from BB 2 recordings ran-

domly (00:24:06), which amounts to a total dura-

tion of 10:44:13.

2.2. Setup for ASR and speaker
diarization

For the entire study, we used OpenAI’s Whisper

model(s) for automatic transcription of the audio

(Radford et al., 2023). We changed the model

size over the course of the study. We started

with a laptop with standard equipment, for which

it was only possible to run Whisper with up to the

medium sizemodel as shown in Table 1. Later, we

were able to switch to a more powerful computer

1At the moment of calculating the results, 7 of the 11

recordings of SV have been annotated.

https://agd.ids-mannheim.de
https://agd.ids-mannheim.de
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Corp. Recordings Model Align.

DH HAN1 to HAN4 medium segment

DH IBK1 to IBK4 medium segment

BB BB08 & BB09 large word

DH ZRI1 to ZRI4 large word

SV SV19 to SV29 large word

Table 1: Overview of the selection of audio-

files (corpora and recordings) and the ASR setup

(model size and alignment level) for the automatic

transcription. From top to down runs the order at

which a specific set of files was processed.

and run the large model. An additional shift in the

setup concerned the precision of the alignment of

the Whisper output which changed from the stan-

dard output of Whisper based on the segment-

level (chunks of words) to a word-alignment, which

became available over the course of our experi-

ment. The changes in model size and alignment

type concerned the same recordings, cf. Table 1.

All of our selected data contain at least two speak-

ers, mostly an interviewer and an interviewee.

Up to the present, no speaker diarization feature

is available within Whisper. Therefore we had

to use a different system for that purpose and

chose pyannote.audio (Bredin, 2023), which can

be called with a parameter for the specific number

of speakers expected to appear in the audio file.

The result is a text file with information about start

and end times of stretches and a label for a de-

tected speaker. The stretches may also overlap,

which needs to be accounted for in the process

of merging this output with the output of the ASR

system (see Section 2.3. below).

2.3. Preparation of transcripts

For both tasks, transcribing from scratch and cor-

recting ASR-transcripts, we chose EXMARaLDA

(Schmidt, 2012), a standard tool for editing tran-

scripts of spoken data. The conversion steps from

Whisper’s JSON and pyannote.audio’s RTTM for-

mat was performed with custom scripts2 with

which we merged both information into one

EXMARaLDA EXB format (Schmidt, 2005). As the

Whisper output contains a stream of segments,

later words (with start and end times), and the

RTTM-format a stream of speaker labels (equally

with start and end times), we re-distributed all seg-

ments/words whose mid point coincided with a

stretch of a detected speaker and pushed them

into that specific speaker tier. Segments/words

2Since May 2023, EXMARaLDA also provides an im-

port option for Whisper JSON format.

five-minute stretches

0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20

HAN1-1• HAN1-2N HAN1-3N HAN1-4•
HAN2-1N HAN2-2• HAN2-3• HAN2-4N
HAN3-1• HAN3-2N HAN3-3N HAN3-4•
HAN4-1N HAN4-2• HAN4-3• HAN4-4N
IBK1-1• IBK1-2N IBK1-3N IBK1-4•
IBK2-1N IBK2-2• IBK2-3• IBK2-4N
IBK3-1• IBK3-2N IBK3-3N IBK3-4•
IBK4-1N IBK4-2• IBK4-3• IBK4-4N

Table 2: Distribution of the 5-minute stretches of

the recordings from HAN1 to HAN4 and IBK1 to

IBK4 to the annotators MP (•) and PR (N) and
tasks Correction (blue) and Transcription (red).

Every item is treated only once (by one annota-

tor and in one task).

not coinciding with a speaker stretch were put on

an “orphaned” tier.

The segment-level had the disadvantage that seg-

ments with speech from both speakers could not

be split without the required timing information of

the respective words and had to be assigned in

their entirety to one or the other speaker.

To improve readability, we merged the words at

punctuation marks back into segments. Figure 2

shows an example display of a resulting transcript

in the EXMARaLDA Partitur-Editor.

2.4. Experimental setup: transcribing
vs. correcting

For the first part of the selected data, we gave the

annotators the following two tasks: they should (a)

transcribe the recording from scratch or (b) cor-

rect the automatically derived transcript. In both

cases, the instructions were to follow the “Deutsch

Heute” transcription conventions3, whosemain cri-

teria are: normalized orthography, no normaliza-

tion of grammar, and transcribe every word you

hear (also hesitation markers and response to-

kens). Nonverbal speaker sounds, such as cough-

ing, laughter, clearing the throat, etc. are not tran-

scribed, neither is noise in the background. Ad-

ditional instructions were to mark proper names

on an additional tier, e.g. names of the partici-

pants, classmates, etc. for the purpose of mask-

ing the audio accordingly at a later stage4. In

3The DH conventions can be accessed (after a one-

off registration) via the DGD under the “Zusatzmaterial”

(additional material) of the DH-corpus.
4Current data protection laws require pseudonymisa-

tion and anonymisation when working with audio record-

ings, cf. the EU General Data Protection Regulation

(GDPR) https://gdpr-info.eu/.

https://gdpr-info.eu/
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Figure 2: Example of a resulting EXB transcript in the EXMARaLDA Partitur-Editor. Such transcripts

were given to the annotators in the correcting task. In this stretch from ZRI1 (interview with speaker 1

from Zurich), we can see the word “Er” on the tier “orphanedEvents” as well as the word “aber” on both

speakers’ tiers, as we don’t know which speaker they belong to without listening to the audio.

summary, the resulting transcripts should adhere

to minimum standards of transcripts that can be

used for variation-linguistic research and that can

be archived.

Specific instructions for the correction task were:

• correct wording and/or spelling

• add words that the ASR-system missed (in-

cluding hesitation markers and response to-

kens)

• delete words that do not appear in the audio

• correct (at least roughly) the alignment of the

segments (so that every word you hear in the

segment is included – and every word you do

not hear is excluded)

• correct for utterances that ended up on the

wrong speaker tier

The annotators were also given the instruction to

listen to segments maximally two or three times.

If a stretch was still unintelligible thereafter, the

annotators should mark it as such (“[?]”) in the

transcript. We used this instruction of “diminish-

ing marginal utility” to keep the transcript quality

constant and to prevent annotators from getting

trapped in a loop of listening – a sort of trade-off

decision between getting as much correctly tran-

scribed words vs. losing time.

To obtain measures of the time an annotator spent

working on a transcript file, we asked them to stop-

watch the time themselves and note it in an Excel

sheet.

Before the annotators were given the selected

data, we trained them on about 30 minutes of

recordings for transcribing and about 15 minutes

of recordings for correcting. Through this train-

ing, we expected them to get acquainted with the

transcription conventions and the editing tool. This

training data was also from the DH-corpus, namely

interviews from Hausach (HAU1 to HAU4). After

training, the annotation process took months with

one of the annotators (MP) spending 20 h/month,

and the other (PR) spending 40 h/month on this

project.

The first 20 minutes of the first 8 recording-files

(DH: HAN1-HAN4 and IBK1-IBK4; see overview in

Table 2) were split into 5-minute long stretches (±
a few seconds) and distributed to the two annota-

tors as shown in Table 2. For these stretches, the

annotators were asked to work in one go (if possi-

ble – short interruptions were accounted for by the

use of the stopwatch).

For all subsequent recordings (the rest of HAN and

IBK, BB08, BB09 and SV19 to SV29), the annota-

tors were free in organizing their working time and

the recording stretches themselves as long as they

kept track of their working time and the start and
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Figure 3: Length of audio-stretches that the annotators were free to chose after the first 16. Below each

item is displayed the stretch number per recording.

end times of the part of the recording they were

currently working on. Figure 3 shows an overview

on the lengths of audio stretches. It seems that

annotator PR tended to choose longer stretches,

while annotator MP decided for shorter ones.

For the statistical analysis, we chose linear regres-

sion modelling (Chambers, 1992) in R Statistical

Software (R Core Team, 2022, v4.2.2). Our crite-

rion variable is the ratio of working time by audio

length. As predictors we take the task (transcribing

vs. correcting), the corpus, the recording place,

annotator, and the order in which the annotators

worked on specific stretches of the recordings.

3. Results

Overall, our two annotators worked for 64 hours5

on 9 hours of recordings6, which is a ratio of

7.1 (working-time/audio-time) on average. This

roughly answers our research questions on how

long it takes to get from audio to orthographic tran-

scripts. However, there seems to be variation ac-

cording to the individual ratios per corpus, record-

ing place, transcript-stretch, annotator, and task

as shown in Figure 4 (and potentially the audio

length of each stretch).

We split the data in two sets. One subset contains

all the data from the first 16 trials per annotator, i.e.

5This is the raw annotation time (exact values are:

2d 16H 0M 1S), excluding time for meetings, extensive

look-ups in the transcription conventions or searches on

the internet, e.g. for place-names.
6This number diverges from the one described in

Section 2. as 7 out of 11 recordings from SV have been

annotated at the time of calculating these results. Exact

values are: 9H 1M 2S.

the data with the direct comparison of transcription

task vs. correction task. The other subset contains

all data except data from the transcription task.

In order to address research question 1 on the ef-

ficiency of transcribing vs. correcting ASR-output,

we took the dataset of the first 16 trials per anno-

tator and ran a linear regression model with ratio

as the criterion variable and task, order, place and

annotator as the predictor variables.

The model, cf. Table 3, indicates that the order in

which the annotators worked on the transcription

files had a significant effect on the working time.

The more they worked on the files, the faster they

got, cf. Figure 5a. It seems that working on 30

minutes training material was not enough to get

the student assistants acquainted with the task,

tool, transcription conventions, etc. What we ob-

serve here could be a “practice effect”.

The identity of the annotator was also a significant

factor for working time. Annotator PR tended to

be faster than annotator MP, cf. Figure 5b. Since

we do not have any measures of transcript qual-

ity, we have to assume that PR is either faster in

typing, needs less listening, uses fewer lookups

in the transcription conventions, performs fewer

searches on the internet (e.g. for place names

mentioned in the recording), spends less time on

aligning the text to the audio, or is simply less ac-

curate in her/his work in general.

As the research question was whether the task,

i.e. transcribing from scratch or correcting ASR-

transcripts, has an influence on the working time

(assuming comparable transcript-quality as out-

put), it is worth mentioning that the task did not

have a significant effect. The recording place
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Figure 4: Ratio of working-time by audio-length per annotator and task for each part of recording across

time, i.e. the order of files being annotated. For the first 16 files (per annotator), the audio-length was

constant with 5 minutes, cf. Figure 3.

Factor Estimate Std. Error z p

(Intercept) 9.4537 0.4913 19.240 < 2e-16 ***

taskT −0.1105 0.3705 −0.298 0.76780

order −0.1923 0.0618 −3.115 0.0043 **

placeIBK 0.5344 0.5685 0.940 0.3555

annotatorPR −0.8195 0.3692 −2.220 0.035 *

Table 3: Regression analysis result overview on the transcribing vs. correcting dataset (adjusted R-

squared: 0.33).

(a) Order effect plot (b) Annotator effect plot

Figure 5: Effect plots for order and annotator based on the first 16 trials.
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(Hannover vs. Innsbruck) did not have a signifi-

cant effect either. We have to note here, that the

factors task and place did not have a significant

effect in our data, but with different place constel-

lations, such effects might become significant.

In order to explain the variation in the data fur-

ther, we took the subset that included merely data

from the correction task and ran a linear regres-

sion model taking into account the ratio as the cri-

terion variable, and task, order, corpus, annotator

and audio-length as predictor variables.

The model, cf. Table 4, indicates that working

time depends on the corpus the data was drawn

from, cf. Figure 6a. Especially data from the cor-

pus BB (Deutsche Mundarten: Kreis Böblingen)

require more work than the corpus DH (Deutsch

Heute). Also data from SV (Südwestdeutschland

and Vorarlberg) require more work. One explana-

tion could be that SV and BB are both interviews

with the intention to grasp the local speaker’s di-

alect, while the focus of the DH-Interviews was

the local standard-use. A further complication in

the transcription process (for humans and a ma-

chine) of the BB data is the relatively high number

of speakers (3 or 4) in a very informal and chatty

setting where the interacting participants seem to

be well acquainted with each other.

As for the previous analysis, annotator PR needed

less time for the same amount of recording time,

cf. Figure 6b. Also the order had a significant ef-

fect, cf. Figure 6c, however, this result might be

confounded with the effect corpus.

4. Discussion

Our results are based on two annotators, which

limits generalizability. Still, they show that tran-

scribing from scratch and correcting ASR-output

approximately require the same amount of work-

ing time.7 This result is in line with prior studies,

e.g. (Goedertier et al., 2000).

So far we did not make direct comparisons of how

much the two versions of a transcript (before cor-

rection vs. after correction) diverge. Such an anal-

ysis could also give a hint on how conscientiously

an annotator was or how much of a dialect one or

the other annotator understood.

Regarding the quality of the ASR-output itself,

there are two aspects that we want to address

in the following two sections: Benchmarking and

some qualitative analyses that might give a hint on

how to deal with the newest generation of speech

technology with the intention of using it for the pro-

duction of transcripts for non-standard data.

7Of course, our annotators could also have cheated

in the correction task by deleting the entire ASR-output

and simply transcribe everything manually, but we as-

sume that both annotators are trustworthy and followed

our instructions.

4.1. Benchmarking

Benchmarking ASR-output with WER is tradition-

ally one of the standard evaluation practices in

ASR-research. This makes especially sense,

when comparing one (state of a) system with an-

other (state of a) system based on the same (gold-

standard) reference dataset. Here, we could count

the final transcripts as the reference dataset and

the initial ASR-output as the hypothesis dataset.

However, we decided against this procedure for

the following reasons: Our final transcripts in-

clude numerous segments marked as “unintelligi-

ble”, where it is unclear how this should be treated

compared to the ASR hypothesis for the same

segment (error or not?). Quite a number of ut-

terances overlap: while Whisper outputs only one

tier, we would need to compare that with two

or more speaker-tiers. The segment boundaries

may have changed after correction: it would be

necessary to identify which segments belong to

which. We don’t know of a freely available tool

that does that.8 Finally, we doubt that the WER

would help much in evaluating the system itself, as

that WER-measure would be strongly influenced

by the fact that our transcription conventions in-

clude hesitationmarkers and backchannel signals,

which are extremely rare in Whisper’s output. The

WER would follow this pattern and (over)empha-

size such errors.

An alternative measure could be the mean proba-

bility (across all recognized words), which is for ex-

ample used in the IAIS metric “ASR-quality”, that

seems to correlate with WER as shown by Gorisch

et al. (2020). In future, we plan to employ such

metrics when combining ASR-system and corpus.

4.2. Qualitative Aspects

Apart from the quantitative results described

above, the annotators also reported qualitatively

on their subjective impressions regarding the qual-

ity of the ASR-output and on areas that involved

more (or less) correcting work than others, cf. Ta-

ble 5. While the annotators were impressed by

how well the dialectal speech is recognized by the

system, quite a bit of correcting work needed to

be spent on regions of overlap and errors of the

speaker diarization. We hope that future devel-

opments in speech technology will help to reduce

these errors that are currently hard to quantify.

It is also known that ASR-systems such as Whis-

per are trained to produce output with highly nor-

malized speech. Apart form missing hesitation

markers, discourse markers, modal particles or

8We know of the “Benchmark Viewer” from the

Fraunhofer IAIS in St. Augustin, Germany, which does

segment-mapping beforeWER calculation, but their tool

(or code) is only for in-house use and is not available

outside the IAIS.
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Factor Estimate Std. Error z p

(Intercept) 9.451 0.691 13.679 < 2e-16 ***

corpusBB 8.888 0.7327 12.131 < 2e-16 ***

corpusSV 2.0189 0.7552 2.637 0.0094 **

annotatorPR −2.2656 0.5945 −3.811 0.0003 ***

order −0.0787 0.0244 −3.232 0.0019 **

audio_length_in_s −0.0004 0.000 98 0.374 0.7094

Table 4: Regression analysis result overview on the correcting dataset (adjusted R-squared: 0.73).

(a) Corpus effect plot (b) Annotator effect plot (c) Order effect plot

Figure 6: Effect plots for corpus, annotator and order for the data of the correction task.

backchannels, even the grammar can have under-

gone changes. An example is a change in tense

from past perfect to simple past. The data from the

corpus SV are rich of instances such as the follow-

ing (SV-Corpus: Event 00019, 1966), where the

interviewee (Ref = reference transcript) reports on

how things have been formerly. Whisper (Hyp =

hypothesis transcript) changes this to simple past,

i.e. how things were:

Ref:
Ref:

aber
but

das
that

ist
has

früher
formerly

nicht
not

gewesen
been

‘Ref: but formerly that has not been’

Hyp:
Hyp:

aber
but

das
that

war
was

früher
formerly

nicht
not

so
like this

‘Hyp: but formerly that was not like this’

The amount of material between “ist” (has) and

“gewesen” (been) can be quite long, but Whis-

per erroneously still produces the grammatical

change, as in the following example:

Ref:
Ref:

wir
we

sind
have

zuerst
first

natürlich
of course

selbstständiger
autonomous

Konsum
cooperative

gewesen
been

‘Ref: at the beginning we have been an autonomous cooperative of
course’

Hyp:
Hyp:

Wir
we

waren
were

zuerst
first

natürlich
of course

selbstständiger
autonomous

Konsum
cooperative

‘Hyp: first we were an autonomous cooperative of course’

Examples like these raise the general question of

what is still a variety vs. what is already a lan-

guage? And if a variety would count as language,

how can we respect that language when it comes

to fine-tuning a system? Even when it comes to

specific words, e.g. “Frönde” (die Fremde, ‘the for-

eign’) as used by the same interviewee as above,

which word should be chosen for the output:

Ref:
Ref:

mein
my

Vater
father

ist
has

bis
until

zu 60
60

Jahre
years

in
into

die
the

Frönde
foreign

gegangen
gone

‘Ref: my father has been going abroad until he was 60’

Here, even Whisper’s hypothesis contained the

dialectal word “Frönde” instead of the standard-

German word “Fremde”, which is counter-intuitive

considering Whisper’s strong tendency towards

normalization.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Our study has shown that, although the output

of a modern ASR system like Whisper is of im-

pressive quality, it does not yet help to reduce

the transcription bottleneck for linguistic corpora

as efficiently as one might have hoped. This con-

firms other researchers’ experience in corpus cu-

ration facing similar challenges in variational lin-

guistics (Ghyselen et al., 2020) as in interactional

linguistics (Liesenfeld et al., 2023). At least for the

type of language variation recordings selected for

this study, and for the type and precision of tran-

scription aimed at variation corpora at the AGD,

the somewhat sobering finding is that correcting
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Stretch Comment

HAN2-1 Speakers are extremely often on the wrong tier. Much overlap.

HAN3-2 Again often the wrong tier. The interviewee speaks rather clear.

HAN4-1 Little overlap. Missing uhm and yes, as always.

HAN4-4 Extremely often wrong tier.

IBK1-2 Extremely often overlap.

IBK1-3 No opportunity is missed to overlap. On the contrary, the dialect is surprisingly well transcribed.

IBK2-4 As above; and the interviewee speaks extremely unclear and quiet.

IBK2-1 Again missing uhm and yes in overlap.

IBK3-3 The interviewee speaks a lot.

IBK3-2 Very often wrong tier; repetitions are almost never detected.

IBK4-1 Little talk and little overlap.

IBK1-5 The alignment of the last minute was completely off; the first time this kind of error.

HAN3-5 More often the wrong tier than in all previous transcripts.

HAN4-5 Both speak very clear and in longer sequences.

BB08 Correction might have taken longer as more listening was necessary.

SV19-1 Despite strong dialect, easy to transcribe because of little overlap.

SV22-1 One speaker speaks very unclearly and the interviewer is extremely quiet.

SV26-1 Possibly shorter correction time, as much was simply incomprehensible.

Table 5: Annotator’s feedback on specific recording stretches.

and editing ASR-output takes about the same ef-

fort as creating the transcriptions “manually” from

scratch.

We see two possible conclusions to draw from

that finding: if the transcription bottleneck is the

problem and ASR the proposed solution as sug-

gested by Moore (2015), future work could, on

the one hand, focus on improving and optimizing

that solution, for instance, by exploiting Whisper’s

prompting mechanism (OpenAI, 2023), by finding

other ways of tapping into the finer parametriza-

tions of the system (e.g. avoid some normal-

izations), by applying more or different automatic

post-processing steps to the ASR result, cf. the

speaker recognition step described above (Haberl

et al., 2024), or by adapting the system with our

own data (requiring, of course, a non-negligible

amount of manual transcription). It would also be

beneficial if ASR systems gave some processing

options back to the user. For example, removing

response tokens such as ”hmm, mm, mhm, mmm,

uh, um” from the system’s output, cf. Radford et al.

(2023, Appendix C, p. 21), might be useful in some

scenarios, but not in others.

On the other hand, we may keep the solution as is

and try to adjust or redefine the problem: for some,

or even many, research questions addressed to a

spoken language corpus, the imperfect output of

Whisper’s ASR may in fact be sufficient. Where

it is not, a two-step process could be imagined,

where first a generic query is carried out on the

entire ASR-transcribed corpus, and then only the

results of that query refined manually. This, how-

ever, would require a very precise understanding

of the type and magnitude of different errors in the

ASR-output (and this in turn would require manual

transcripts for comparison).

6. Limitations

Lastly, our study has some limitations. For exam-

ple, we did not keep the data selection and the

configuration of the ASR system constant. With

the fast-evolving technology, we were under some

pressure to make use of the latest implementa-

tions, making sure that our annotators work on

data with the highest quality possible. Additionally,

the experiment had to fit into the daily workflow of

corpus curation – with the aim of getting as many

transcriptions published as possible – we therefore

did not make annotators work on the same audio

twice. We also let the annotators work on con-

tinuous audios and transcripts as this workflow is

current standard in corpus transcription and sup-

ported by the current generation of transcription

tools, cf. also Draxler (2023). We did not split

the audio into chunks, which would be possible for

low overlap speech. Such chunks are necessary

for direct comparisons between the quality of the

ASR-transcript and the corrected transcript (Stol-

cke and Droppo, 2017). In future experiments it

makes sense to adopt this procedure to obtain re-

curring patterns of insertions, deletions and sub-

stitutions that could go into post-processing ASR-

output automatically before manual correction.

We therefore think that more studies like the

present one will help to better understand the op-

portunities and limitations of ASR technology in

the curation of spoken language corpora.
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